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Hi.
To day I´m present a very important person

to me professionally.

He´s a very importan reference to me on the audiovisual
compositing area.

He´s from Russia, your name is Andréi Tarkovski, he´s a filmaker. He´s 
the best Russian film director.

Andréi Tarkovski was he the most great filmaker director of all time 
from Russia.

In the seventies Andréi Tarkovski was the producer the most impor-
tants expriemental films. Begin the cult to Tarkovski.

Your film cult who me like is Stalker, a great film to 1979. Is a dark film 
from te deep soul. This film represent the essence from A.T.

Tarkovski died very young, he died at fifty nine year old,
in Paris, france.

The essence from Tarkovski
 not die.

Andréi
Tarkovski



Good afternoon.
Now I present to Peter Saville.

Peter Saville is a visual icon from the eighties 
alternative British Sound.

 He was born in Manchester, England and He´s a graphic designer.

He was the creator of the most important cover albums of the Man-
chester and British classics alternative bands of the 80´s. His graphic 

style is minimalist.

Always drew attention to design album covers and when I found who 
was the designer of album covers of the bands that I was hearing, I was 

more interested in graphic design.

Peter Saville has participated in many visual projects east 80´s until 
today. He´s participes in differents proyects as visual fashion

collaborate and now he´s the creative designer
to City of Manchester.

Peter Saville is an important visual
and graphic reference to me.

Peter
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Goodnight.
Finally I present a classic visual reference for me:

Pablo Picasso.

Picasso was born in 1881, he´s from Malaga, Spain. He was a painter
and sculpture.

Picasso was the creator of Cubism.

Why I like Picasso? I like Picasso because his visual style is raw and 
wrenching and with immense political criticism.

Which of your pictures I like? I would really like Guernica, this is a clear 
example of criticism and opposition to the Spanish civil war by Picasso.

Where Picasso die? ... Picasso die in 1973 in Mougins, France.

This is Picasso, a key painter in the history
of world painting.

Pablo
Picasso


